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Distribute your news fast 
 
December 15, 2017 – Tampa, FL LinktoEXPERT continues to partner and recommend 
Expert Click because they distribute News Releases with ease using these ten ways: 

1) Syndicated to Google News. 
2) Pushed to Lexis.com -- the leading professional search resource. 
3) Shown instantly on the ExpertClick.com front page. 
4) Shown in your Press Room Page. 
5) Shown in your Speaker Bureau Platform Page. 
6) Shown in search on all your topics. 
7) Referenced by Icons in the printed & PDF Yearbook of Experts. 
8) As unique search engine optimized pages. 
9) At RadioTour.com for releases with audio or video. 
10) With RSS feeds you can pull into your social media accounts. 
 

"Our success is based on all our long term members” states Founder - Mitchell Davis.  
 
ExpertClick has been distributing LinktoEXPERT’s news releases since 2014. Simply 
take 5 minutes to upload your news release on your ExpertClick profile and they do the 
rest.  LinktoEXPERT is proud to be an affiliate. Save $100 with our discount link. Click 
here for this amazing offer: www.ExpertClick.com/discount/LinktoExpert  
 
“Together LinktoEXPERT and ExpertClick amplify your messages to tens of thousands 
so you can focus on what you do best” claims Weiland, Founder of LinktoEXPERT. 
 
ExpertClick.com is a business referral web site where experts, speaker, and expert 
witnesses are found by journalists for media interviews, meeting planners for speaking 
engagements, and lawyers to engage for trial testimony. Now working on 34th annual 
printed Yearbook of Experts. 
 
LinktoEXPERT - a revolutionary multi dimensional platform was launched in 2007. 
LinktoEXPERT makes it easy for you to be seen consistently online, on stage, on social 
media and your radio and pod cast interviews to be heard frequently which results in 
you being known as the expert worldwide. You elevate your status by allowing decision 
makers to regularly assess your talents; review your education, experience, and 
accomplishments which then makes it easy for decision makers to hire you fast.  
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